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Abstract 

Ehrenfeucht, A., P. ten Pas and G. Rozenberg, Properties of grammatical codes of trees, Theoretical 

Computer Science 125 (1994) 259-293. 

In this paper grammatical codes of trees are investigated. In particular, it is shown how to extend 

grammatical codes of trees to node-labeled trees, and the case of binary trees (forests) is studied. 

1. Introduction 

Trees play an important role in many branches of science, among others in 
linguistics, mathematics, and computer science. Linear notations, or linear codings, for 
trees are useful in many applications and there are many methods for obtaining such 
codings (see, e.g., [4, 51). The notion of a strict code for trees has been introduced in 
[l], where it has been shown that strict codes are grammatical (in a well-defined 
sense). The intrinsic feature of a strict code is that the length of the word coding a tree 
t (according to a strict code) equals the number of leaves of t, and so it can be 
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considered as a labeling of the leaves oft by letters of the alphabet of the code. It is also 

shown in [l] that, in order to code (the class of) all trees, a strict code has to use 

precisely six letters; in linguistic terms this means that one needs precisely six letters to 

code deep structures of words. 

In this paper we continue the investigation of grammatical codes of trees and, in 

particular, the investigation of strict codes. 

In Section 2 we recall the notion of a strict code and we give an equivalent definition 

of strict codes (through the notion of a marked code). Also, the notion of a composite 

category (basic to parsing of strict codes) is discussed. 

In Section 3 we consider the case of coding binary trees (or forests). In particular, we 

prove that there are 24 different (nonisomorphic) strict codes for coding binary forests, 

and one needs exactly four letters for such a code. 

In Section 4 we demonstrate how to extend the notion of a strict code to node- 

labeled trees. We give an axiomatization of such codes, and then we provide a combi- 

natorial characterization of them. 

1. Preliminaries 

We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions of graph theory, especially 

concerning trees (see, e.g., [2,4]), and the basic notions concerning context-free grammars 

(see, e.g., [S]). In this section we recall some of these notions in order to establish 

the notation for this paper, and we introduce some notions to be used in this paper. 

For a set Z, #Z denotes its cardinality; 0 denotes the empty set. For sets Y and Z, 

YG Z denotes the inclusion of Yin Z, and YC Z denotes the strict inclusion of Yin Z. 

N + denotes the set of all positive natural numbers. 

For a function cp: X+ Y, Dom( cp) denotes X, Ran(q) denotes Y, and 

Rran( cp) = {ye Y 1 y= q(x) for some XEX}. We consider only total functions. 

For a sequence x, 1x1 denotes its length,$rst(x) denotes the first element of x, and 

last(x) denotes the last element of x. For 1 <id 1x1, x(i) denotes the ith element of x. 

A segment of a sequence x is a sequence (x(i), x(i + l), . . . , x(i + k)), where 

1 < i < i + k < 1x1. These notations carry over to words which are sequences of letters. 

In this paper, by a tree we mean a nonempty rooted directed ordered tree without 

chains (i.e., each inner node oft has at least two direct descendants). 

Let t be a tree. 

rid(t)) denotes the set of all nodes of t, in(t) denotes the set of internal nodes of t, 

leaf(t) denotes the set of leaves of t, (leaf)(t) denotes the sequence of all leaves of 

t ordered according to the order of t, and root(t) denotes the root of t. 
For an internal node u oft, ddes,(u) is the set of all direct descendants of v in t and 

(ddes),(u) is the sequence of all direct descendants of 21 in t (i.e., the elements of ddes,(v) 

ordered according to the order of t). 
A path (from u1 to u,) is a sequence of nodes (ul, . . . , u,), n> 1, such that 

ui + 1 Eddes,(ui) for all i = 1, . . . , n- 1. The path from u to w, where u, wEnd(t), is denoted 
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by z(v, w) and the set of nodes on this path is denoted by n(v, w). For vend, the 

level of v, denoted by level(v), is lz(root(t), v)l- 1; the depth oft, denoted by depth(t), is 

max{leuel(v) 1 vEleuf(t)}. 
If xeleuf(t), then 

(1) x is a leftmost child iff there exists vein(t) such that x =jrst((ddes),(v)) (we then 

write x = left(v)), 

(2) x is a rightmost child iff there exists vEin(t) such that x=last((ddes),(v)) 

(we then write x = right,(u)), 
(3) x is a middle child iff x is not root(t) and x is neither a leftmost nor a rightmost 

child. 

For vend(t), sub,(v) denotes the subtree of t rooted at v; leuf(sub,(u)) is called the 

contribution of U, denoted by corm,(u), and the ordered contribution of v, i.e., 

(leaf) (sub,(v)), is denoted by (contr),(v). 
If w is a segment of (leaf)(t), then 

(1) w is a sibling segment (of(leuf)(t)) iff [WI =2 and there exists vein(t) such that 

w is a segment of (ddes ),(v), and 

(2) w is a complete segment (of (leaf)(t)) iff there exists vEin(t) such that 

w = (ddes),(v). 
Two trees t and t’ are isomorphic iff there is a bijection d:nd(t)+nd(t’) such that 

G(root(t))=root(t’), and, for each vein(t), if (ddes),(v)=(q, . . . . v,,), then 

(ddes),,(6(u))=(6(v,), . . . , @uJ). 
For a subtree t’ oft, t E--t’ denotes the tree that results from t by removing t’ (if the 

resulting tree has no chains) and t 2 t’ denotes the tree that results by removing t’, 

except its root. If we remove several subtrees ti (kl) from t, then we write t * Uisl ti 

(resp. t 2 uic, ti) for the resulting tree. 

For 1~ i < # leuf( t) and n > 2, subs,( i, n) denotes the family of all isomorphic trees 

resulting from t by adding n new nodes and making them the direct descendants of 

(leaf)(t)(i) (which in the resulting tree becomes an internal node). 

A cut oft is a set pond such that, for each weleaf( # (n(root(t), w)np)= 1. For 

vEin(t), a cut oft below u is a cut p oft such that II(root(t), v)np=O. 

For a cut p oft, tree(t, p) denotes the tree t 2 UUEP sub,(u). 
A binary tree is a tree in which each internal node has exactly two direct descend- 

ants (recall that trees have no chains). 

A node-labeled tree t is a pair (t’, v), where t’ is a tree and ‘1: nd(t’)+C is a mapping, 

with Z an alphabet. We say that t’ is the underlying tree oft, denoted by und(t), and 

q is the node-labeling function oft, denoted by lb,. The notation and terminology 

concerning und(t) carry over to t. Also, yield(t)= lb,(u,) . . . lbt(u,)EC+, where 

(v 1, . . . . v,)=(leuf j(t). 
In this paper, by a forest we mean a sequence of trees. All notions concerning 

(node-labeled) trees carry over to (node-labeled) forests in the obvious way. 

If we do not want to distinguish between isomorphic trees, then we can consider 

a selector set (of trees) which is a set of trees T such that, for each tree t, there exists t’E T 
isomorphic with t, and, moreover, for all distinct cl, t2 E T, tI is not isomorphic with tZ. 
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An OS system is like a context-free grammar, except that it does not have terminal 

symbols. Formally, an OS system is a triple (C, P, a), where C is the (finite) alphabet of 

G, PcC x CZ+ is the set of productions, and GEE is the initial symbol. For (a, X)EP 

we use the notation a-x. Note that we assume here that, for each production a+x~P, 
Ixj>2. An unlimited OS system is an OS system with infinitely many productions. 

Let G=(C, P, rr) be an (unlimited) OS system. 

For words x, YEC +, y =G x means that y directly derives x (in G), y *g x means that 

y derives x (in G), and y *i x means that y derives x (in G) in at least one step. 
A sequence of words y = x0, x1, . . . , x,=~,n~O,suchthatxi_1~G~i,i=l,..., n,is 

a derivation of x from y (in G). 
For a node-labeled tree t, and vein, the production for v in t, denoted by prod,(v), 

is the production Ib,(v)~lb,(u,)...Ib,(v,), where (vi, . . . . u.)=(ddes),(u). Then the set 
of productions for t, denoted by Prod(t), is the set {prod,(u)luEin(t)}. 

For XEC+ and aEZ, a derivation tree of x from a (in G) is a node-labeled tree t such 

that lb,(root(t))=a, yield(t)=x, and Prod(t)cP. If a=(~, then we say that t is 

a derivation tree of x (in G). A node-labeled tree is a derivation tree (in G) iff it is 

a derivation tree of some XEC +. As usual, for aEC and XEC+, there is a derivation tree 

of x from a in G iff a=Ex. 

Whenever the OS system G is clear from the context, we use =. and a* rather than 

=+‘c and =& 

An (unlimited) OS system G =(C, P, a) is backwards-deterministic iff a+x~P and 

a’+xeP imply that a = a’. It is deterministic 8, for each EC, there exists exactly one 

production a+xEP. 
In this paper, we assume that each OS system G=(C, P, o) is reduced, i.e., for each 

UEC there are x, YEC* such that a**xay (a is reachable). It should be clear that for 

each OS system (C, P, o) an equivalent reduced OS system can be constructed by 

removing from C all letters that are not reachable and from P all productions in which 

these letters occur. 

2. Strict codes 

In this section we consider grammatical codes for trees. First we present “strict 

codes”, which were introduced in [l]. Then we give an alternative way of obtaining 

strict codes by introducing “marked codes”. Finally, looking at marked codes as 

grammars, we consider the parsing of these codes; this leads to the notion of 

a “nonoverlapping code”. 

We begin by recalling the notion of a code and a strict code, and we present some 

results from [l] concerning strict codes. 

Definition 2.1. Let T be a selector set of trees, let C be a (finite) alphabet, and let 

cp: T-C*. 
(i) cp is length-preserving iff, for all tE T, [q(t)1 = # leaf(t). 
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(ii) cp is local iff there exists a mapping II/: C x (N + - { l})-+C’ such that, for all 
tl,t,~7’, where tz~subs~,(i,n) for some ieN+, rmN+-{l}, if cp(tI)=xay with 
Ixl=i-1 and aeC, then cp(tz)=x$(a,n)y. 

(iii) cp is a code (of T) iff cp is injective, length preserving, and local. 

Let cp: T-Z+ be a code. The value of cp for the one node tree in T is denoted by 
one,. A mapping II/ as above is called a localfunction ofq C is called the alphabet of cp, 
denoted by alph(cp). Note that one, and a local function $ of cp determine cp. 

From now on, T is a fixed but arbitrary selector set of trees. Also, we assume for 
each code cp that for each aEalph(cp) there exist x, yeaZph(cp)* such that xayERran( cp); 
in other words, we assume that a code uses all letters of its alphabet. Consequently, 
each code has a unique local function. 

Definition 2.2. Let cp: T-+C* be a code with local function II/. 
(i) cp is sibling-consistent iff for all XEC+ and all y,zERran(cp) such that 1x1=2, 

y=y,xyz, and z=z1xz2 for some y,, y2, zl, z2~C* with jylj=i and \zr(=j, 
(leaf)(cp-‘(y))(i+l)(leaf)(cp-‘(y))(i+2)isasiblingsegmentof(leaf)(cp-‘(y)) 

iff (leaf)(cp-l(z)) (j+ 1) (leaf)(cp-l(z)) (j+2) is a sibling segment of (leaf )(cp-l(z)). 
(ii) q is completeness-consistent iff 
(1) for all XEC+ and all y,zERran(cp) such that Jxl=n, y=y,xy,, z=z1xz2 for 

some na2, y,, y2, zl, z2~Z* with (y,l=i and lzll=j, 
(Zeaf)(cp-‘(y))(i+ l)...(leaf)(cp-‘\(y))(i+n) is a complete segment of 

(Zeaf)(cp-‘(y)) iff (leaf)(cp-‘(z)) (j+l)...(leaf)(cp-‘(2)) (j+n) is a complete seg- 
ment of (leaf)(cp-l(z)), and 

(2) cp is locally injectiue, i.e., for all a, b,EC and all nEN+ -(l}, $(a, n)=$(b, n) 
implies a = b. 

(iii) cp is rich iff for each XEC+ there exist y,z~C+ such that yxzERran(q). 
(iv) cp is strict iff cp is sibling-consistent, completeness-consistent, and rich. 

A strict code induces a special kind of partition of its alphabet. 

Definition 2.3. Let cp be a code and let aealph(cp). 
(1) a is left (w.r.t. q) iff there exist xERran(cp) and 1 <i<lxl such that x(i)=a and 

(leaf)(cp-‘(x)) (i) is a leftmost child. 
(2) a is right (w.r.t. cp) iff there exist xeRran((p) and 1 Gi<lxl such that x(i)=a and 

(Zeaf)(cp-‘(x)) (i) is a rightmost child. 
(3) a is middle (w.r.t. cp) iff there exist xERran(cp) and 16 i< 1x1 such that x(i)=a 

and (leaf)(cp-l(x)) (i) is a middle child. 

We use L,, R,, and M, to denote the sets of left, right, and middle letters, 
respectively. 
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Proposition 2.4. Let q be a strict code. 

(1) {L,, M,, Rip} is a partition ofalph(cp). 
(2) Either #M,=l, #L,=3, and #R,=2, or #M,=l, #L,=2, and #R,=3. 

By Proposition 2.4, for each strict code cp, # alph(cp) = 6. For convenience, in what 

follows we restrict ourselves to the case that one, = m, where (m} = M, ~ from now on 

m will be a reserved symbol used in this way. 

Definition 2.5. Let cp: T+C* be a code, and let XEC+, where Ixl=n. x is complete 
(w.r.t. cp) iff there exist ygRran(cp) and i30 such that y(i+l)...y(i+n)=x, 
and (leaf)(cp-‘(y))(i+l)...(leaf)(cp-’(y))(i+n) is a complete segment of 

(leaf>(cp-l(y)). 

We use C, to denote the set of all complete words (w.r.t. cp) of C*. Clearly, 

by Definition 2.3, C,c L,M,*R,. If cp is a strict code, then C,= L,M,*R, (see [l, 
Lemma 2.71). 

The following lemma was stated for strict codes in [l, Lemma 3.11, where it was 

used to prove Proposition 2.4(2). Here we give it for arbitrary codes that are locally 

injective. 

Lemma 2.6. Let cp be a code, and let $I be the local function of cp. 
(i) For each aeC and each n32, [$(a, n)l=n. 

(ii) Zf cp is locally injective, then $ is a bijection from alph(cp) x (N + - {l}) onto C,. 

Proof. (i) Follows from the fact that cp is length-preserving and uses all letters of 

a@(cp). 
(ii) Since cp uses all letters of alph( cp) and cp is local, it follows that, for each aEC and 

each n k 2, $(a, n)EC,. Since cp is local, each complete word is of the form $(a, n) for 

some acC and n >, 2. Hence, $ is onto C,. 

Suppose that $(a,n)=$(b,m) for some a,bcalph(cp), and n,mEN+-{l). By (i) 

n = 1 $(a, n)l = 1 $(b, m)l = m. Since $ is locally injective, it follows that a = b. 
Hence, II/ is a bijection from alph(cp) x (N + - {l}) onto C,. 0 

Strict codes can be described in terms of unlimited OS systems. 

Definition 2.7. Let G = (C, P, 0) be an unlimited OS system. 

(1) G is semideterministic iff, for each aEC and each n3 2, there exists exactly one 

production a+x in P such that 1x1 =n. 
(2) G is strict if G is semideterministic, backwards-deterministic, and there exists 

a partition of C into three sets L, M, R such that M = {a}, either #L = 3 and # R = 2, 
or #L=2 and #R=3, and, for each production a-+xEP, xeLM*R. 

In [l] it was shown that there is a one-to-one correspondence between strict codes 

and strict unlimited OS systems (see Proposition 2.12). Since we also consider other 
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kinds of codes than strict codes in this paper, Ove would like to have such a corres- 

pondence between arbitrary codes and unlimited OS systems. Therefore, we state the 

results of [l] concerning this correspondence in more general terms here. 

With each code we can associate a semideterministic unlimited OS system whose 

productions are given by the local function II/. Conversely, with each semideterministic 

unlimited OS system we can associate a “code” by taking the yield of a derivation tree 

as the image of its underlying tree. Formally, this is not a code, since it might not be 

injective. Accordingly, we give definitions not in terms of codes but in terms of local 

and length-preserving mappings. All the same, for such mappings we use the same 

terminology as for codes. 

Definition 2.8. Let cp : T-+C* be a length-preserving and local mapping, and let II/ be 

the local function of cp. The unlimited OS system induced by cp, denoted by OS( cp), is the 

unlimited OS system (a@( cp), P, one,), where P = {a+~) $(a, n) = x for some n 2 2). 

Definition 2.9. Let G = (C, P, a) be a semideterministic unlimited OS system, and 

let tET. 
(i) The node-labeling oft induced by G is the mapping q : rid(t)))) defined as follows: 

(a) q(root(t))=a; 
(b) if oein(t) is such that (ddes),(o)=(u,, . . ..Q) for k32, and ?(~)=a, then 

q(ui)=x(i) for each l<i<k, where x is such that a+x~P and Ixl=k. 

(ii) The mapping induced by G, denoted by CODG, is the mapping of T into C* 

defined as follows: for tE T, COD,(t) = yield((t, q)). 

Lemma 2.10. (1) For each length-preserving and local mapping cp, OS(q) is a semi- 
deterministic unlimited OS system and CODoscp, = cp. 

(2) For each semideterministic unlimited OS system G, CODG is length-preserving 
and local, and OS(CODG)= G. 

(3) For each length-preserving and local mapping cp, cp is locally injectiue $fOS(cp) is 
backwards-deterministic. 

Proof. (1) By Definition 2.l(ii), OS( cp) is semideterministic. By the construction of 

OS(q), COD oscqp,(t)=cp(t) for each tET. 
(2) Clearly, COD, is length-preserving. Let G = (Z, P, c), and let $ be the mapping 

defined as follows: for each aEC and each na2, $(a, n) =x such that a+xEP. Since 

II/ obviously satisfies Definition 2.l(ii), CODG is local, and $ is the local function of 

COD,. Clearly, oneCOD,=o. It follows that OS(CODG)= G. 

(3) Follows immediately from the definition of the productions in OS(q). 0 

Remark 2.11. We use the following notations: for a tree tET and a local and 

length-preserving mapping cp, t [ cp] denotes the node-labeled tree (t, q), where 4 is the 

node labeling induced by OS( cp). Hence, lb,,,, denotes y. Note that t [ cp] is a deriva- 

tion tree in OS( cp). In fact, it is the unique derivation tree with t as its underlying tree. 

Hence, yield(t[q])=cp(t). 
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For technical reasons, when we consider OS systems, we will assume that the 

underlying tree of each derivation tree is in the selector set T. Hence, for each 

derivation tree t in OS(q), t =und(t) [q]. 

Note that it also follows from the above constructions that if cp uses all letters of its 

alphabet, then OS(q) is reduced, and if G is reduced, then CODG uses all letters of its 

alphabet. 

Lemma 2.10 establishes a one-to-one correspondence between codes and semideter- 

ministic OS systems for which the induced mapping is injective. This correspondence 

relates strict codes with strict OS systems. 

Proposition 2.12. (1) For each strict code cp, OS( cp) is a strict unlimited OS system. 
(2) For each strict unlimited OS system G, CODo is a strict code. 

Hence, we may specify strict codes in the form of strict unlimited OS systems. 

Example 2.13. Consider the unlimited OS system G=(Z, P, m), where C= { 11, 12, 13, 

m, rl, rz}, and P consists of the productions, for k>O, 

ll-+l,mkr,, 12-+l,mkr2, l,+lzmkr,, 

m+12mkr2, rI-+13mkrI, r2+13mkr2. 

Clearly, G is semideterministic, backwards-deterministic, and L = {II, 12, 13}, 
M=(m), and R={ rl, r2) satisfy the conditions in Definition 2.7(2). Hence, G is 

a strict OS system and, for the sake of convenience, we also say that G is a strict code. 

This concludes our recalling of results from [l]. 

Now we consider strict codes from another point of view. We distinguish a priori 

left, middle, and right letters in the alphabet. This leads to the notion of a marked code. 

We will show that strict codes are then precisely marked codes with an alphabet of 

minimal size. 

Definition 2.14. A code cp is marked iff 

(i) cp is locally injective and 

(ii) L,,,, R,, and M, are mutually disjoint. 

It follows from Definition 2.2(ii.2) and Proposition 2.4(l) that each strict code is 

marked. Because we wish to make further comparisons between marked and strict 

codes, and since we have restricted ourselves to strict codes 50 with onep=m, we 
assume for each marked code cp that one,EM,. Marked codes can also be described in 

terms of unlimited OS systems. 

Definition 2.15. An unlimited OS system G = (C, P, a) is marked iff it is semidetermin- 

istic, backwards-deterministic, and there are three mutually disjoint subsets L, M, R of 

Z such that, for each production a+xEP, XELM*R and REM. 
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Clearly, each strict OS system is marked, but there exist marked OS systems that 
are not strict, as the following example shows. 

Example 2.16. Consider the unlimited OS system G = (C, P, m), where C = {Ii, 12, 13, m, 

r1, rz, r3} and P consists of the productions, for k>O, 

lI-*lImkrI, 12-‘lzmkr,, 13-+llmkr2, m*12mkr3, 

rI -+13mkr3, r2+13mkrI, r3+llmkrj. 

Clearly, G is semideterministic, backwards-deterministic, and L = (II, 12, 13}, 

M=(m), and R=(rI,r 2, r3) satisfy the conditions in Definition 2.15. Hence, G is 
a marked OS system. 

However, G is not strict, because #C>6. Note that, in particular, CODG is not 
rich: the word 12r2 does not occur in the yield of any derivation tree in G. 

There is a one-to-one correspondence between marked codes and marked OS 
systems, analogous to Proposition 2.12. The fact that the mapping induced by 
a marked OS system is injective follows from the fact that this mapping is complete- 
ness-consistent. We will return to this later in detail, when we consider the parsing of 
marked OS systems. 

First we will establish the precise relationship between marked and strict codes. 
A marked code cp is minimal iff alph(q)<alph(cp’) for every marked code cp’. 
We will show that the class of minimal marked codes is exactly the class of strict 

codes (Theorem 2.19). 

Lemma 2.17. For each marked code cp, #alph(cp)>6. 

Proof. Let rp be a marked code. 
Define C~={x~C,I[xl=2}. Note that C,$sL,R,. By Lemma 2.6(ii), #alph(q)= 

# Cg. Thus, # alph(cp) < #L, #R,, and, since L,, M,, and R, are disjoint, 

#alph(cp)> #L,+ #R,. 
It is easily seen that if x, YEN + are such that xy > x + y, then either x 2 2 and y > 2, 

or x > 2 and y > 2. Consequently, the above implies that either #L, > 2 and # R, > 2, 

or #L,>2 and #R,>2. Hence, #alph(cp)> #L,+ #R,>5. 0 

We have already observed that each strict code is a marked code, which has an 
alphabet of 6 letters. Hence, by Lemma 2.17, each strict code is a minimal marked 
code. Moreover, it follows that minimal marked codes are exactly those marked codes 
that have an alphabet of 6 letters. 

We will now show that the unlimited OS system of a minimal marked code is strict. 
Hence, the class of minimal marked codes is exactly the class of strict codes. 

Lemma 2.18. Let cp be a minimal marked code. Then OS(q) is strict. 
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Proof. By Lemma 2.10(l) OS(q) is semideterministic, and by Lemma 2.10(3) OS( cp) is 

backwards-deterministic. In the proof of Lemma 2.17 it is shown that either #L, 22 

and #R,>2, or #L,>2 and #R,B~. By Definition 2.14(ii), #alph(cp)> #L,+ 

#M,+ #R,. Since #alph(cp)=6, it follows that either #L,=2, #R,=3, and 

#M,=l, or #L,=3, #R,=2, and #M,= 1. Since by definition one,EM,, 

M, = {one,}. Hence, L,, M,, and R, satisfy the conditions in Definition 2.7(2) 

because, for each production a-tx of OS(q), if $ is the local function of cp, then 

~=$(a, Ixl)~c,+,, and so XEL,M,*R,. Consequently, OS(q) is strict. 0 

Theorem 2.19. A code cp is strict ifsq is a minimal marked code. 

Proof. As observed before, if cp is strict, then cp is a minimal marked code. 

Suppose that cp is a minimal marked code. By Lemma 2.18, OS(q) is strict. By 

Lemma 2.10, CODoscV)=cp, and then, by Proposition 2.12(2), cp is a strict code. 0 

We now turn to the parsing of (marked) OS systems. 

Definition 2.20. Let G=(C, P, 0) be an unlimited OS system. A word XEC+ is an 

origin (w.r.t. G) iff, for each yeI+, y-*x implies that y=x. 

Hence, an origin is a word that is not derivable from any other word, and so it does 

not contain an occurrence of the right-hand side of any production. 

To prove that CODG is injective for a marked OS system G (see the observation 

following Example 2.16), we will show that G is unambiguous, in the sense that there is 

a unique derivation tree for every word x generated by G. In fact, we will even show 

that G has the nice property that every XEC+ (not only those generated by G) has 

a unique origin and a unique derivation forest from it. As we will see, this property of 

a marked OS system is, in essence, caused by the fact that the right-hand sides of its 

productions are nonoverlapping. For this reason, we will consider OS systems (and 

the corresponding codes) with nonoverlapping right-hand sides. It will turn out that 

the above property is precisely characterized by such nonoverlapping OS systems. 

Definition 2.21. (1) Let C be an alphabet, and x, yeC+ (not necessarily distinct). Then 

x and y are overlapping iff there exists VEC+ such that x=ulvwl, y=11~vw~, 

u~w,u~w~#A, and UiWj=n for some i, jE{l, 2). 

(2) A code rp is nonoverlapping iff cp is locally injective and, for all a, b&ph(cp) 

and all IZ, m > 2, $ (a, n) and $ (b, m) are not overlapping, where II/ is the local function 

of cp. 

(3) An unlimited OS system is nonoverlapping iff it is semideterministic, backwards- 

deterministic and, for all productions a-+x and b-y, x and y are not overlapping. 

Note that according to Definition 2.21(l) a word may or may not overlap itself. 
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Example 2.22. Let C = {a, b} and let x = aabb, y=abab, z =abbb. Then x and z are 

overlapping (take v = abb, x = u1 VW 1, z=uzvw2, then u2w1=/I), y and z are overlap- 

ping, and x and y are not overlapping. 

Furthermore, x is not overlapping itself; y is overlapping itself (take v=ab, u1 = ,4, 

w~=ab,u2=ab,w2=~,thenulvwl=y=u2uwzandu1~2=/1).AIs~,zisnotoverlap- 

ping itself. 

Clearly, each marked code is a nonoverlapping code, and each marked OS system is 

a nonoverlapping OS system. Not all nonoverlapping OS systems are marked, as the 

following example shows. 

Example 2.23. Consider the unlimited OS system G =(C, P, m), where Z = { 1,, 12, 13, 

m, rI, r2, c}, and P consists of the productions, for k>O, 

ll+cmkrl, 12-‘lImkrz, 13+12mkr,, m+12mkr2, 

r1+13mkr1, r2+13cmkr2, r2-Q2, c+lImkrI. 

Clearly, G is semideterministic and backwards-deterministic, and no right-hand 

sides are overlapping. Hence, G is a nonoverlapping code. 

However, G is not marked, because if L, M, R are subsets of C such that XELM*R 
for each a+xEP, then L, M, R are not disjoint, since CEL~M. 

The following lemma gives a basic technical property of nonoverlapping OS 

systems. It strengthens the notion of completeness consistency and implies the 

“unique origin property”. 

Lemma 2.24. Let G=(C, P, a) be a nonoverlapping OS system. For all y, ue,Z ‘, 

w, w’EC*, and aEC, zfy is an origin such that y a* wuw’ with a corresponding derivation 
forest f, and a+u~P, then (z(i+ l), . . . , z(i+n)) is a complete segment of z, where 
z = (leaf )( f ), i= (~1, and n = JuI, and the direct ancestor of this complete segment is 
labeled a. 

Proof. Let y, UEC+, w, w’EC*, and aEC be such that y is an origin, y**wuw’, and 

a_tu~P. Let f be the corresponding derivation forest of wuw’ from y. Let 

z=(leaf)(f), i=Iw(, and n=lul, and let vk=z(i+k) for k=l,...,n. Thus, 

u=lb,(v,)...lbr(v,). 
Since y is an origin, y does not contain u. Hence, there exists ke { 1, . . . , n} such that 

vk#root(f). Let m=min{ke(l, . . . . n}~level(Vk)>level(vj) for all jE{ 1, . . . , n}}. Note 

that either u, is a leftmost child or m= 1, and that v,$root(f ). Let v be the direct 

ancestor of u, inf; and let (ddes),-(v)=(wI, . . . , ws), s 3 2. Since f is a derivation forest 

in G, there is a production b-u’ in P such that b=lb,(v) and u’=lb,-(w,)...lbr(w,). 
Let jE{ 1, . . . . s} be such that u, = wj (thus, j= 1 or m= 1). We will prove by 

induction that v,,,+~=w~+~ for all k=O, . . ..min(n-m. s-j). By definition, v,,,=Wj. 
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SUppOSe that V,=Wj, Vm+l=Wj+ll . . . . Vm+k_l=Wj+k_l. If V,+k#Wj+k, then there iS 
a path of length 21 from Wj+k to v,+~. But then level(v,+k)>level(v,), which 
contradicts the definition of m. Consequently, v ,,,+k=Wj+k and the induction is 
completed. 

Hence,(v,, . . ..u m+r)=(Wj, . . . . wj+,), where r=min(n-rn, s-j). Define t, ui, u2, u;, 
u;EZ* as follows: 

t=[bf(V,)...Ib,(V,+,)=Ibs(Wj)...Ib,(Wj+,), 

ul=lb~(vl)...Ib/(v,-l), 

U2=Ib/(V,+,+1)...Ibf(V,), 

u;=Ibf(W,)...Ibf(Wj-,), 

u;=Ib,(Wj+,+,)...Ib,(W,). 

Hence, u=ultuz and u’=u;tu;. 
Note that m=l orj=l, and m+r=n orj+r=s. 

Claim 2.25. m=j=l and n=m+r=j+r=s. 

Proof of Claim 2.25. Assume to the contrary that m #j or n # s. Then uluZu; u; #A. 
Since G is nonoverlapping, u and U’ are not overlapping. However, since m = 1 or j= 1 
we have that ui=/i or u;=/i, and since m+r=n orj+r=s we have that uz=,4 or 
u$ =A. Consequently, one of the words uluZ, u;u$, uiu;, u;uZ is the empty word, 
which contradicts the fact that u and u’ are not overlapping. 0 

Proof of Lemma 2.24 (conclusion). Hence, by Claim 2.25, (w,, . . . , w,) = (vl, . . . , v,) and 
u=u’. Since G is backwards-deterministic it follows that a= b. 

Consequently, (vi, . . . , v,)=(z(i+ l), . . . , z(i+n)) is a complete segment of z, with 
direct ancestor v, which is labeled a. 0 

Now we are able to prove that nonoverlapping OS systems do have the property 
that each word has a unique origin and a unique derivation forest from it. Moreover, 
they are characterized by this property. 

Theorem 2.26. Let G =(C, P, 0.) be a semideterministic OS system. Then G is nonover- 
lapping ifi for each XEC’, there exist a unique origin y such that y a* x and a unique 
derivation forest of x from y. 

Proof. (Only if) Let G =(C, P, 0) be a nonoverlapping OS system. 
For each XEZ’, the productions of G can be applied backwards, and each 

application shortens the word. Hence, for each XEZ+, there exist an origin y such that 
y=~*x and a derivation forest f of x from y. It remains to be proved that y andfare 
unique. We will prove this by induction on 1x1. 
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If 1x1 = 1, then x is its own unique origin with a unique corresponding derivation 

forest, since there are no chain productions. 

Suppose now that each word XEC* with Ixldn, nal, has a unique origin and 

a unique derivation forest from it. Let XEZ* be such that 1x1= n+ 1. If x is an origin, 

then it has itself as unique origin and there is a unique corresponding derivation 

forest. If x is not an origin, then x contains a right-hand side of a production of G. Let 

x = wuw’, where u is a right-hand side and w, w’EC*. 

Let y, y’ be origins such that y**x and y’**x. Let f be a derivation forest of 

x from y and let f’ be a derivation forest of x from y’. Let z= (leaf)(f), 

z’= (leaf)(y), i=IwI, and n= 1~1. By Lemma 2.24, (z(i+ l), . . . , z(i+n)) is a complete 

segment of z and (z’(i + l), . . . , z’(i+n)) is a complete segment of z’. Let ucin(f) and 

u’~in(f’) be the direct ancestors of these complete segments, respectively. Then, by 

Lemma 2.24, u and V’ are both labeled by a, where a is such that a+ueP. Then 

f o&,(v) is a derivation forest for waw’ from y and f’ “subf.(u’) is a derivation 

forest for waw’ from y’. 

Since G is chain-free, 1 waw’l < 1 wuw’l, and hence by the inductive assumption waw’ 
has a unique origin and a unique derivation forest from it. Consequently, y = y’ and 

f”subs(u)=f’“subf,(u’). Since u is the (i+l)th leaf of f~sub,-(u) and u’ is the 

(i+ 1)th leaf of f’ “subl.(u’), it follows that v=v’, and because f and f’ are both 

obtained by adding to v a segment of n leaves labeled by u, f=f’. Hence, x has a unique 

origin y and a unique derivation forest from y. This completes the induction proof. 

(If) Let G =(C, P, a) be a semideterministic OS system such that, for each XEC+, 

there exist a unique origin y such that y-*x and a unique derivation forest from y. 

We will prove that G is nonoverlapping. Clearly, G is backwards-deterministic, since 

each right-hand side has a unique origin. It remains to be proved that no right-hand 

sides of G are overlapping. 

Assume to the contrary that there exist a-+x, b+y in P such that x=uiuwi and 

Y=U~UW~, with u#A, ulwlu2w2 #A, and UiWj=n for some i,j~{ 1,2). We will obtain 

a contradiction in all these four cases. It is sufficient to consider the cases u1 w1 = ,4 and 

u2w1 =/1; the other two cases (u2w2=/i and u1w2=/1) follow by symmetric argu- 

ments. If u1 w1 =A, then x is a subword of y. Clearly, the origin of x is a and the origin 

of y is b, and the derivation tree t of y from b is such that ddes,(root(t)) = leaf(t). Also, 

the origin of u2aw2 is b. Let t’ be the derivation tree of u2aw2 from b. Let t” be the tree 

that results from t’ by adding 1x1 labeled nodes as direct descendants of the leaf in t’ 

with label a. Then, since u2 w2 #A, t” is a derivation tree of y from b different from t. 

This contradicts the fact that y has a unique derivation tree from its origin b. 
Now suppose that u2wl =A. Let z be the unique origin of aw2 in G. Then z is also 

the origin of uluw2. Similarly, the origin of ulb is the origin of u1uw2. Hence, aw2, ulb, 

and uluw2 all have the same origin z. 

Let fl be the unique derivation forest of aw, from z, and let f; be the forest that 

results from fl by adding 1 x I labeled nodes as direct descendants of the leaf in fl with 

label a, such that the new segment is labeled x. Then f; is a derivation forest of 

xw2 =u1vw2 from z. 
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Analogously, given the derivation forest f2 of u1 b from z, we can construct a deriv- 

ation forest f; of u1 y = u1 uwz from z by adding a segment labeled y to the node that is 

labeled b. 

Clearly, since u1 w2 Z/i, f; #f;. Hence, we have constructed two different derivation 

forests of ulvw2 from z, a contradiction. 

Consequently, G is nonoverlapping. 0 

Remark 2.27. For the only-if part of the proof, we might also consider the semi-Thue 

system formed by the production rules of an OS system in the reverse direction. Then 

the semi-Thue system corresponding to a nonoverlapping OS system has no critical 

pairs, and hence is confluent; since there are no chain productions, it is also length- 

terminating. From this it follows (see, e.g., [3]) that each word has a unique normal 

form, i.e., a unique origin. Here we have proved more, namely that the derivation 

forest from the origin is also unique. 

Now we can prove that the mapping induced by a nonoverlapping OS system is 

injective. 

Corollary 2.28. For each nonoverlapping OS system G, CODG is injective. 

Proof. Let cp = CODG and let tl, t2E T. Then tl [ cp] and t2[cp] are derivation trees in 

OS(cp)=G. Furthermore, q(tI)=yield(tI[cp]) and q(t2)=yield(t2[q]). Hence, by 

Theorem 2.26, if cp(t,)=cp(tz), then tl[cp]=t2[q] and hence tl=t2. 0 

From Corollary 2.28 we obtain that there is a one-to-one correspondence between 

nonoverlapping codes and nonoverlapping OS systems (cf. Lemma 2.10 and Proposi- 

tion 2.12), and similarly between marked codes and marked OS systems. 

Theorem 2.29. (1) For each nonoverlapping code cp, OS(q) is a nonoverlapping un- 
limited OS system. 

(2) For each nonoverlapping unlimited OS system G, CODc is a nonoverlapping code. 

Proof. (1) By Lemma 2.10(l) OS( cp) is semideterministic, and by Lemma 2.10(3) 

OS(q) is backwards-deterministic. Note that, for each production a-x of OS(q), 

~=$(a, 1x1), where $ is the local function of cp. Hence, for all productions a+x and 

b-y in OS(q), x and y are not overlapping since cp is nonoverlapping. 

Hence, OS(q) is nonoverlapping. 

(2) By Lemma 2.10(2) CODG is local and length-preserving. By Corollary 2.28 

CODG is injective. Hence, COD, is a code. By Lemma 2.10(3), CODG is locally 

injective. For the local function $ of CODG, $(a, n) is a right-hand side of a produc- 

tion in G for each aEC and each n82. Hence, for all a,bEC and n, m>2, $(a, n) and 

$(b, m) are not overlapping. Hence, CODG is nonoverlapping. 0 
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Theorem 2.30. (1) For each marked code cp, OS(q) is a marked unlimited OS system. 
(2) For each marked unlimited OS system G, CODG is a marked code. 

Proof. (1) By Theorem 2.29(l), OS(q) is semideterministic and backwards-determin- 

istic. For each production a-+x of OS(q), x= $(a, Ix[)EL~M~R~, where II/ is the local 

function of cp. Hence, L,, M,, and R, satisfy the conditions in Definition 2.15. 

Consequently, OS( cp) is marked. 

(2) By Theorem 2.29(2), CODG is a nonoverlapping code. Hence, CODo is a locally 

injective code. If L, M, and R are sets as in Definition 2.15, then LCOD, s L, RCOD, c R, 
and MCOD, c M. Hence, LCODG, and RCODG are disjoint. This shows that CODo is 

a marked code. 0 

It can be shown, using arguments in the spirit of the proof of Lemma 2.17, that each 

nonoverlapping code has an alphabet of at least 6 letters. 

By minimizing marked codes, we obtained strict codes (Theorem 2.19). By Example 

2.23, there exist nonoverlapping codes that are not marked. The following example 

shows that if we minimize nonoverlapping codes, we can still obtain codes that are not 

marked. Hence, not all minimal nonoverlapping codes are strict. 

Example 2.31. Consider the unlimited OS system G =(C, P, a), where C = { Ii, /*, 

13, rl, rz, r3}, c=r 3, and P consists of the productions, for k 2 0, 

lI+lIrk3r1, lz-4r!+2, 13-4rfr2, 

Clearly, G is semideterministic and backwards-deterministic, and no right-hand 

sides are overlapping. Hence, G is a nonoverlapping code. 

However, G is not marked. 

We have that nonoverlapping (marked, strict) codes can be seen as nonoverlapping 

(marked, strict) OS systems. Hence for a nonoverlapping code cp, when we speak of 

“an origin w.r.t. cp”, it is an origin w.r.t. OS(q). The set of origins of a nonoverlapping 

code cp is denoted by OR,. This is the set of words that do not contain complete 

subwords. Hence, if cp is a strict code, then OR, = (R, u M+,) * (L, u M,)* - {A}, since 

C,=L,M,*R,. 
If cp : T+C + is a nonoverlapping code, then by Theorem 2.26 one can assign to each 

word over C its (composite) category. 

Definition 2.32. Let cp : T+C + be a nonoverlapping code and let XEC + . The com- 
posite category ofx, denoted by cat,(x), is the unique origin of x. If Icat,(x)l = 1, then 

it is called the category of x. 
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Example 2.33. Let cp be the strict code such that, for all k>O, 

m+l,mkr,, 1, +lImkr2, 12--+l,mkr,, 

rl +12mkr3, rz+12mkrz, r3+12mkrI. 

If x= lImr21,11 mr31zr3, then cat,(x)= l,lz, and the derivation forest fof x from 1112 
is as shown in Fig. 1. 

If x’=lzr1rzllmr3, then cutp(x’)=r3r2m, and the derivation forest f’ of x’ from 

r3r2m is as shown in Fig. 2. 

The following theorem says that the composite category of a word can be computed 

by first computing the composite categories of subwords comprising the word. 

Theorem 2.34. Let cp : T+C ’ be a nonoverlapping code and let XEC+. If x =x1 . . . x, 
with xi~C+, then cat,(x) = cat,(cat,(xl). . . cat&x,)). 

Proof. Let yi = catp(xi) for all i = 1, . . . , n. Let y = cat,(x) and y’ = cat,( y, . . . y,,). We 

must prove that y = y’. 

We have that yEOR,, y**x, ~‘EOR,, y’**yr . ..y., and yi**Xi for all i= 1, . . . . n. 
so y’**X1...X”=X. 

By Theorem 2.26, x has a unique origin. Hence, y= y' and 

cat,(x)=y=y’=cat,(yl... y,)=cat,(cat,(x,)...cat,(x,)). 0 

Fig. 1. 

‘2 m 

e1 
m ‘3 

Fig. 2. 
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Example 2.35 (Example 2.33 continued). Let cp and x be as in Example 2.33. Let 

xl=lImrzll and x2=11mr312r,. Then x=x x 1 2, cat,(xl)=llZl, and cat,(x2)=mr1. 

Hence, cat,(cat,(x1)cut,+,(x2))=cut,(Z,I,mrl)=I,E2 =cut,(x). 0 

Corollary 2.36. Let cp : T-Z* be a nonoverlapping code. 
For each wEC+, each keN,, all WI, . . . . w~EC’ such that w=wl...wk, and each tree 

t with # leaf(t) = k, there is a unique labeling K: nd(t)+OR, such that 

(i) K((leuf)(t)(i))=cut,(wi)for i=l, . . . . k, 

(ii) for each vein(t), Jc(u)=cut,(lc(u,)... ~(u,,)), where (ul, . . . , II,)= (ddes),(u), and 
(iii) x(root(t))=cut,(w). 

Proof. Let weC+, kEN+, and wl,...,wkeZ+ be such that w=wl...wk, and let 

t be a tree with # leaf(t) = k. Let K be the labeling defined by (i) and (ii). Define, 

for each uad(t), wv:=wiwi+l.-.wi+l, where i> 1 and 12 0 are such that 

contr,(u)={(leuf)(t)(j)Ij=i, . . . . i+l}. 

Claim 2.37. For all uEnd(t), rc(u)=cut,(w,). 

Proof of Claim 2.37. By induction on depth(sub,(u)). 

Ifdegth(sub,(u))=O,thenu=(leuf)(t)(i)forsomei~{1,...,k},andw,=wi.Hence, 

K(U)=CUtq(Wi)=CUtq(W”). 

Suppose now that the claim holds for all vend(t) with depth(sub,(u)) 6 m, m 2 0. Let 

vend(t) with depth(sub,(u))=m+ 1. Then, by condition (ii), K(u)=cut,(lc(ul)...rc(u,)), 
where (ul, . . . . u,) = (ddes),(u). By the induction hypothesis K(ui) = cut,(wUi) for all 

i=l,...,n. 

Clearly, w, = w,, . . . w,,. Then, by Theorem 2.34, 

cut,(w”)=cut,(cut,(w”,)...cut,(w””))=cat,(rc(u,)...K(u”))=IC(u). 

This completes the induction proof of Claim 2.37. q 

Fig. 3. 
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Proof of Corollary 2.36 (conclusion). By Claim 2.37, rc(root(t)) = CQ~,(W,,,,~~,) = 

cat,(w, . . . wk) = cat,(w). Hence, the unique labeling K determined by conditions (i) and 

(ii) also satisfies condition (iii). q 

Example 2.38. Let cp be the strict code from Example 2.33 and let 

w=llr,r~ml~mr~l~12r2mrlllmrlr,r~. Then w=w1w2...w9, where wl=llrlrl, w2=m, 
wj=12mr3, w4=1112, w5=r2m, W6=rlr w7=11, w8=mrI, wg=r3r2. Consider the tree 

t with # leaf(t)=9 shown in Fig. 3. Then (t, JC) is as shown in Fig. 4, where K is the 

node labeling of t as in Corollary 2.36. 

Also, w=w;w;...w;, where w;=lr, w;=rlrlm, w;=12m, w&=r3, w;=1112r2mr,, 
w~=lImrI, and w;=r3r2. Consider the tree t’with #leaf(t’)=7 shown in Fig. 5. Now 

(t’, K’) is as shown in Fig. 6, where K’ is the node labeling of t’ as in Corollary 2.36. 

m ‘1 5% e1 mrl ‘3’2 

Fig. 4. 

Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 6. 

3. Binary codes 

In this section we consider binary OS systems, which can be identified with binary 
codes, i.e., codes on the set of binary trees. 

Many notions and notations for arbitrary trees are carried over to binary trees. 

Since it is normally clear how these notions and notations are formally defined in the 

binary case, we often do not give those definitions here. 

Definition 3.1. Let Tb be a selector set of binary trees and let Z be an alphabet. 

(1) A mapping cp : T,,+C* is local iff there is a II/: C+C2 such that, for all ti, tZ~T,,, 
where tZEsubs,,(i,2) for some iEN+, if cp(t,)=xay with Ixl=i-1 and aeC, then 

(P(~z) = x$(a)y. 
(2) A mapping cp : Tb+C* is a binary code iff it is injective, length-preserving, and 

local. 

(3) A binary code cp is a strict binary code iff it is completeness-consistent and rich. 

Note that sibling consistency is not needed here, because the sibling segments of 

a binary tree are the same as its complete segments. 

Also, in the binary case, we assume that a binary code uses all letters of its alphabet. 

Then again, each binary code has a unique local function. From now on Tb is a fixed 

selector set of binary trees. Note that nothing is assumed about onep. 
For strict binary codes a result analogous to Proposition 2.4(l) holds. 

Lemma 3.2. Let cp be a strict binary code. Then {L,, Rq} is a partition of alph( cp). 
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Proof. Since q is rich, alph( cp) = L, v R,. It remains to be proved that L, A R, = 8. 

Assume to the contrary that there is an aEalph(cp) such that aEL,nR,. Hence, 

there exist b, c,deulph(cp) such that ub, CUEC,, d+cu, and xldxz, x,cuxz~Rrun(~) for 

some xI,xzEulph(cp)*. Since cp is rich there exist y,,y,Eulph(q)+ such that 

y,dby,ERrun( cp). Then also w = y, cuby,ERrun(cp). But, clearly, ub does not label 

a complete segment in cp- l(w), which contradicts the completeness consistency of cp. 

Hence, L, n R, = 8, and { L,, Rv} is a partition of ulph( cp). 0 

As in Section 2, another point of view is taken by requiring that the sets of left and 

right letters are disjoint in the definition of a binary code, leading to the notion of 

a marked binary code. 

Definition 3.3. A binary code cp is marked iff cp is locally injective and L, and R, are 

disjoint. 

We now investigate the number of letters of the alphabet of binary marked codes 

and binary strict codes. Recall that in the case of marked (resp. strict) codes for 

arbitrary trees this number is at least 6 (resp. exactly 6). We will now show that in the 

binary case this number is at least 4 (resp. exactly 4) by using similar arguments as in 

Lemmas 2.6 and 2.17. 

Lemma 3.4. Let cp be a marked binary code, with localfunction Ic/. Then II/ is a bijection 

from ulph(cp) onto C,. 

Lemma 3.5. For each marked binary code cp, # ulph( cp) 3 4, and, for each strict binary 

code cp, # ulph( cp) = 4. 

Proof. Let cp be a marked binary code. Note that C,EL,R,. By Lemma 3.4, 

# ulph(cp) = #C,. Thus, # ulph(cp) d #L, #R,, and, since L, and R, are disjoint, 

# ulph( q) > # L, + # R,. It is easily seen that if x, YEN + are such that xy > x + y, then 

x, y > 2. Consequently, the above implies that #L, 2 2 and #R, 22. Hence, 

#a&(q)> #L,+ #R,>4. 

If cp is a strict code, then the richness of cp implies that C, = L,R, (see [l] for the 

general case) and # ulph( cp) = # L, + # R,. Hence, in that case, # ulph( cp) = # L, + 

#R,= #L,#R,, which implies that #L,=2, #R,=2, and #ulph(cp)=4. 0 

Marked and strict binary codes can also be translated to “binary” OS systems. 

Definition 3.6. An OS system G = (C, P, a) is a binary OS system iff, for each a-+xE P, 

1x1=2. 

Definition 3.7. Let G = (C, P, CI) be a binary OS system. 

(1) G is a strict binary OS system iff G is deterministic, backwards-deterministic, and 

there is a partition of C into two sets L and R such that #L = 2, #R = 2, and, for each 

production u+x~P, XELR. 
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(2) G is a marked binary OS system iff G is deterministic, backwards-deterministic, 
and there are two disjoint subsets L and R of C such that, for each production 
a-+xEP, XELR. 

For a binary OS system G = (Z, P, a), we use Lo and RG to denote { brzC (b =jrst(x) 
for some a+x in P} and {bEClb=last(x) for some a-+x in P}, respectively. 

Remark 3.8. (1) Note that if G is a marked (strict) binary OS system, then Lo = LCOD, 
and RG = RCODG . 

(2) In a strict binary OS system G, the two sets L and R mentioned in Definition 
3.7(l) are exactly the sets Lo and R, of left (resp. right) letters of G. In a marked binary 
OS system, this is not necessarily the case. Let G = (C, P, a) be a marked binary OS 
system, and let L and R be sets as in Definition 3.7(2). Then LG c L and RG E R, and if 
LGcL, then L=LGu{o}, if R, c R, then R = Rou {CT}. Hence, we get an equivalent 
definition of a marked binary OS system if we replace the third condition in Definition 
3.7(2) by LG n RG = 8. 

In the binary case we have the same correspondence between marked (strict) binary 
codes and marked (strict) binary OS systems as in the general case (cf. Lemma 2.10, 
Proposition 2.12 and Theorem 2.30). 

Theorem 3.9. (1) For each marked (resp. strict) binary code cp, OS( cp) is a marked (resp. 
strict) binary OS system and, moreover, COD,,,,, = q. 

(2) For each marked (resp. strict) binary OS system G, CODG is a marked (resp. strict) 
binary code and, moreover, OS(CODc) = G. 

Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.30 and the proof of Proposition 2.12 (see 
Cl]). What is not trivial is to show that COD, is rich for a strict binary OS system 
G (see Cl]). 0 

Again, proving that CODG is injective can be done through the notion of 
a “nonoverlapping binary OS system”. It should be clear that a binary OS system G is 
nonoverlapping iff it is marked, since each right-hand side is in LGR,. 

From Lemma 3.2, Lemma 3.5, Definition 3.7, and Theorem 3.9, we obtain the 
following result, which is analogous to Theorem 2.19. 

Corollary 3.10. A binary code cp is strict iff q is a minimal marked binary code. 

Such minimal marked (i.e., strict) binary codes do exist, as the following example 
shows. 

Example 3.11. Let G=(C,P,o) be the OS system with C={Z1.Z2,r1,r2}, 
P={11-+12r2, 12+lIrI, rl -+11r2, r2+12rI}, and FEZ arbitrarily chosen. Clearly, G is 
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a deterministic binary OS system that is backwards-deterministic. Furthermore, if 

L={lr, &} and R={ rI, r2}, then L and R satisfy the conditions in Definition 3.7(l). 

Hence, G is a strict binary OS system. 

Of course, we can also use the marked OS systems from Section 2 to code binary 

trees, if we restrict them in such a way that they become binary OS systems. That is, 

the productions with right-hand sides of length >2 are removed. Formally, an OS 

system G =(Z, P, a) is a 2-restricted OS system iff there is a marked unlimited OS 

system G’ =(C, P’, CT) such that P = { (a+x)~P’ IJxI = 2). Note that a 2-restricted OS 

system is reduced. As we will now show, 2-restricted OS systems are an example of 

marked but not strict (because not minimal) binary OS systems. 

Theorem 3.12. A binary OS system G = (C, P, a) is 2-restricted ifSit is a marked binary 
OS system such that a$L,v RG. 

Proof. Let G = (C, P, 0) be a binary OS system. 

Suppose that G is 2-restricted. Since the marked unlimited OS system from which 

G originates is semideterministic and backwards-deterministic, it follows that G is 

deterministic and backwards-deterministic. Obviously, if L, M, R are the original 

subsets of C satisfying the conditions of Definition 2.15, then L and R satisfy the 

conditions of Definition 3.7(2). Hence, G is a marked binary OS system, and, since 

OEM, a#LGu Ro. 
Suppose now that G is a marked binary OS system such that a$LGuR,. Let 

G’=(C, P’, a) be the unlimited OS system such that P’= {a+lakr (a+lrEP, k>O). 
Clearly, G’ is semideterministic and backwards-deterministic because G is determinis- 

tic and backwards deterministic. Furthermore, LG, { CJ}, and Ro satisfy the conditions 

in Definition 2.15. Hence, G’ is a marked OS system. Since P = { (U+X)E P’ 11 x I = 2}, it 

follows that G is a 2-restricted OS system. q 

Since in the binary case the notions of marked and nonoverlapping OS systems 

coincide, we obtain a result similar to Theorem 2.26 for marked binary OS systems. 

Theorem 3.13. A deterministic binary OS system G =(C, P, CT) is marked ifsI for each 
XEC+, there exist a unique origin y such that y **x and a unique derivation forest 

of x from y. 

Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.26. 0 

From Theorem 3.13 we obtain that a deterministic binary OS system with the 

“unique origin property” has an alphabet of at least four letters (by Lemma 3.9, and 

that such a binary OS system is minimal (i.e., has an alphabet of exactly four letters) iff 

it is a strict binary OS system (by Corollary 3.10). 

We will now show that we obtain the same results if we relax the determinism 

requirement. 
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Definition 3.14. Let G=(C, P, a) be a binary OS system. 

(1) G is binary-forest-complete iff, for each binary forest f; there is a derivation forest 

in G such that f is its underlying forest. 

(2) G is a binary forest coding scheme, abbreviated as bfcs, iff 

(i) G is binary-forest-complete, and 

(ii) for each word XEC+ there is a unique origin y and a unique derivation forest of 

x from y. 

By requiring that a bfcs is binary-forest-complete, we have made sure that still for 

each binary forest f there is at least one code word, which is the yield of a derivation 

forest of which f is the underlying forest. Note that this way of “coding”, using a bfcs, is 

not necessarily unique. However, due to property 2(ii) of Definition 3.14, it is injective. 

If we minimize bfcs’s, then we obtain deterministic bfcs’s. 

Theorem 3.15. Every minimal bfcs is deterministic. 

Proof. It is clear from the proof of Theorem 2.26 that an arbitrary bfcs has the 

property that no right-hand sides overlap, i.e., LG n Ro = 8. 
Let G = (C, P, a) be a minimal bfcs. We first show that 

(*) for each letter b of Z there is at least one production in P starting with b. 
Assume to the contrary that there is a beC such that none of the productions in 

P starts with b. Then, in any derivation forest, b can label leaves only. But then it 

would be possible to construct a bfcs with the remaining letters of C in the following 

way. 

Let G’=(Z-{b}, P’, o), where P’={a+kPlb#l, r}. Note that o#b. We claim 

that G’ is a bfcs. First we show that G’ is binary-forest-complete. 

Let f be a binary forest. Attach to each leaf off two descendants. Label the so 

obtained forest f’ according to a derivation in G. This can be done since G is 

binary-forest-complete. If we cut f’ in such a way that we obtain f again, then we have 

a labeling for f which does not use b. Hence, the thus constructed labeled forest is 

a derivation forest in G’ with underlying forest 1: Hence, G’ is binary-forest-complete. 

Let xE(C- {b})+, and let y,y’@C-(b})+ be origins in G’ such that y=*x and 

y’ **x in G’, with corresponding derivation forests f and f’, respectively. Since y and 

y’ do not contain b, y and y’ are also origins in G. Obviously, f andf’ are derivation 

forests of x from y and y’, respectively, in G. Hence, y = y’ and f =f’, because G is a bfcs. 

Hence, each word x@C-- { b})+ has a unique origin and a unique derivation forest 

from it in G’. 

Consequently, G is a bfcs, with an alphabet of 1 Cl - 1 letters. But this contradicts the 

minimality of G. Hence, for each letter b of Z there is at least one production starting 

with b. 
Since each right-hand side has a unique origin, G is backwards-deterministic. 

Hence, there are at most #Lo #R, productions. By (*) there are are least 

#Lo + # RG productions. Hence, #Lo + # R, d # P < # LG # Ro. Consequently, 
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# LG > 2 and # RG 3 2. Since there exist bfcs’s with 4 letters (e.g., see Example 3.1 l), it 

follows that #C=4, #L,=2, #R,=2, and #P=4. 

Hence, by (*), for each letter bEZ there is exactly one production, i.e., G is 

deterministic. 0 

Obviously, it follows from Theorem 3.15 that each bfcs has at least 4 letters, and 

(using Theorem 3.13 and Corollary 3.10) that a bfcs is minimal iff it is a strict binary 

OS system. 

We will now consider the number of nonisomorphic strict binary codes (cf. Cl]). 

Two binary codes cp and cp’ are isomorphic iff there exists a bijection 

f: alph(cp)+alph(cp’) such that, for each teTb, f(cp(t))= q’(t) (where the homomor- 

phic extension offis also denoted simply byf). Hence, two strict binary OS systems 

G=(Z, P, a) and G’ = (C’, P’, d) are isomorphic (as codes) iff there exists a bijection 

f:C+C’ such that f(P)=P’ (i.e., a+x~P ifff(a)-f(x)EP’) andf(a)=a’. 

Theorem 3.16. There are exactly 24 mutually nonisomorphic strict binary OS 
systems. 

Proof. It is sufficient to consider only the strict binary OS systems G=(C, P,a) with 

Csuchthat lc={lr, l,> and R,=(r,,r,}.Theright-handsidesarethenl,r,,l,r,,l,r,, 

and lzr2. 
There are 4 x 4! = 96 possibilities to construct G. But some of these strict binary OS 

systems are isomorphic. 

Claim 3.17. For each strict binary OS system as given above, there are exactly 
4 isomorphic strict binary OS systems. 

Proof of Claim 3.17. Two strict binary OS systems G = (C, P, a) and G’ = (C, P’, cr’) are 

isomorphic iff there exists a permutation f: Z+_Z such that f(P) = P’ and f(o) = 6’. 

For such a permutation fit must be that f({l,,l,})=(l,,l,} and f({rl,r2})= 
{r,, r2}. Hence, there are 4 such permutations, say fi ,f2,f3, f4. 

Let G =(C, P, a) be a strict binary OS system. We will show that these 4 permuta- 

tions give 4 distinct isomorphic strict binary OS systems. Let i, jE{ 1, . . . ,4} be such 

that J(P)=fj(P) and fi(a)=fj(o). Consider (T+l,r,_, in P. Since f,(P)=fj(P), 
J(o)+J(lO)fi(r,)Eh(P). Sincefi(o)=fj(a), it follows that fi(l,,)=fj(lO) andfi(r,)=h(rg). 

Consequently, fi 1 LG =fj 1 Lc and fi I Rc =fj ( Rc. Hence, fi =f;. 

Thus, for each strict binary OS system there are exactly 4 isomorphic strict binary 

OS systems. 0 

Proof of Theorem 3.16 (conclusion). By Claim 3.17 it follows that there are 

96/4=24 mutually nonisomorphic strict binary OS systems. This proves the 

theorem. 0 
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4. Codes for node-labeled trees 

In this section we investigate grammatical codings for node-labeled trees. For this 
purpose, “storage functions” are introduced and a combinatorial characterization of 
these functions is given. For convenience, we consider all concrete trees instead of the 
trees in a selector set. Clearly, a code cp for a selector set can be extended to a mapping 
on all trees (which is injective modulo isomorphism). 

From now on, unless clear otherwise, cp is a$xed arbitrary code and C is its alphabet. 
It is obvious that we can define grammatical codes for leaf-labeled trees: a leaf of 

a tree will simply be labeled by (x, a), where x is the original label of the leaf and a is 
the label that is assigned by coding the underlying tree. 

Example 4.1. Consider the leaf-labeled tree t shown in Fig. 7. 
Let cp be the (strict) code such that, for all ,420, 

m+lImkrZ, l,+l,mkr3, 12+12mkr3, 

r1+12mkrI, r2+12mkr2, r3+lImkrI. 

Then t is coded by the word (p, II) (p, r3) (s, m) (s, 12) (q, rz). 

As for node-labeled trees, a natural way to solve the problem of coding them is to 
store the labels of internal nodes into leaves. Fortunately, there are more leaves than 
internal nodes in each tree (recall that trees are assumed to be chain-free). To formalize 
the storing of internal nodes, we need the notion of a storage function, which for each 
internal node tells us in which leaf its label is stored. 

Definition 4.2. A storage function is a function y such that 
(1) for each tree t and each uEin(t), y(t, v)Eleaf(t), and 
(2) for each tree t and all ul, u2Ein(t), u1 #u2 implies y(t, uI)#y(t, u2). 

Example 4.3. Let t be the tree shown in Fig. 8. 
The values for a storage function y on t are: 

Y(4 ~l)‘~‘t, Y(4 d=u7, Y(4 03)=%3. 

Hence, indeed, all three values are different leaves. 

Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 8 

Clearly, for a given code cp, not every storage function makes sense. There must be 

something “consistent” about storage functions, e.g., if we extend a tree t to a tree t’, 

then the storage function oft’ must “extend” the storage function oft. The notion of 

a consistent storage function is axiomatized as follows. 

Definition 4.4. A storage function y is consistent with cp iff it satisfies the following 

axioms: 

(Al) for each tree t and each uEin(t), y(t, u)scontr,(u); 

(A2) for all trees t, t’ and all uEnd(t), u’End(t’), if there exists an isomorphism S from 

sub,(u) onto sub,(u’) and if Ib,t,,(~)=Ib,,t,~ (u’), then for all w~in(sub,(u)), 

Wt, w))=y(t’, S(w)); 
(A3) for each tree t, each uEin(t), and each cut p of t which is below u, 

y(trce(t, P),u) = P n fl(u, y(r, 0)); and 
(A4) for each tree t, each uEin(t), and each u’End(t) such that y(t, u)#contr,(u’), 

y(t ‘sub,(u’), u)=y(t, u). 

The above axioms are surely natural. They are illustrated in Fig. 9. 

(Al) says that for each internal node u the label is stored into a leaf that is reachable 

from u. (A2) says that in isomorphic subtrees that are coded by cp in the same way, the 

labels of corresponding internal nodes are stored into corresponding leaves. By (A3), if 

a tree t is cut, then for each remaining internal node u, the node that becomes the new 

leaf where the label of u is stored lies on the path from u to the leaf oft where the label 

of u was stored originally. By (A4), if a subtree corresponding to a node u’ is removed 

from a tree, then the label of a remaining node is stored in the same leaf as it was 

before assuming that this leaf was not removed (y(t, u)$contr,(u’)). 

Example 4.5. (1) The storage function y from Example 4.3 is not consistent with any 

code cp because y(t, u2)#contr,(u,). 
(2) Consider the trees t and t’ in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. 

Let cp be such that, for all k 20, 

m+,l,mkrl, L+,~lmkr2, L-‘J2mkr2, 

13+J3mkrl, rl+,12mkrl, r2-*p13mkrZ. 
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Fig. 9 

Fig. 10 
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Then t[q] and t’ [q] are as shown in Figs. 12 and 13, respectively. 

(2.1) Let y1 be a storage function such that 

y1(t, u‘%)=u23, YI(4 ~7)‘W, y1(t, u12)=u24, y1(4 %I)=uzB. 

Then y1 is not consistent with cp, because Ibt[ql(u7 =ZbtLrpl(u4) and there is an 

isomorphism 6 ofsub, onto sub,(u,) such that 6(yl(t, ~~))=6(u~~)=u~~#y~(t, u4); 

hence, (A2) is not satisfied. 

(2.2) Let y2 be a storage function such that 

t’ 

Fig. 11. 

Fig. 12. 
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Fig. 13. 

Then y2 is not consistent with cp, because Ib,.,,, (~~)=Zb,,,,(u,,) and there is an 
isomorphism 6 of t’ onto st&(~~~) such that 6(yz(t’, u~))=~(u~)=u~~#~~(~, u15); 

hence, (A2) is not satisfied. 
(2.3) Let y3 be a storage function such that 

Y3(4 u1)=43, Y3(C u2)=u19, Y3(G u3)=u9, 

Y3(4 u4)=u11, Y3(4 u5)=u17, Y3(4 u.5)=u18, 

Y3(4 u,)=uzo, Y3(t, u12)=u23, Y3(4 u15)=u31, 

Y3(4 u2l)=u28, Y3(t, u25)=“30v Y3(f, u1)=ufk Y3(t’, uZ)=u5* 

Note that, indeed, 
(i) y3(t, u)mmm,(u) for each u&n(t), and y3(t’, u)econtr,,(u) for each uein(t’); hence, 

(Al) is satisfied. 
(ii) Ib,tqI(u,)= Zbftrpl(u7), and for the isomorphism 6r of sub,(u4) onto sub,(u,) we 

have that b(Ydt, U,))=s,(U,,)=U,o=Y,(t, 07) and b(Y3(t, ul2))=b(u23)=~28= 

Y3(4 u21); 

ZbrIlP,(~6)=Zb,[rpl(~25), and for the isomorphism d2 of sub,(u,) onto sub,(~~~) we have 

that &(Y3(t, ud)=62(ud=u3o=Y3(tt u25); 

Zbt[al(~3)=Zb,l,l(~12), and for the isomorphism a3 of sub,(u,) onto st4(u12) we have 

that d3(Y3(ty u3))=d3(u9)=u23=Y3(t3 h2). 

Zb,,I,l(ul)=Zb,I,,(u15), and for the isomorphism 6 oft’ onto sub,(u15) we have that 

%(r’, 4))=d(ud=u31 =Y3(k 015) and &Y3(t’, u2))=d(u5)=u3o=Y3(& 025). 

Hence, (A2) is satisfied. 

In the rest of this section, we will characterize consistent storage functions, which 
were defined axiomatically above. This characterization will be given in terms of 
walks along paths in trees: an internal node u is stored in the leaf which lies at the end 
of such a path beginning in u. 
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Definition 4.6. (1) A direction function is a function $ : C+{ left, right}. 

(2) Let $ be a direction function, t a tree, uEin(t) and wEddes,(u). 

(2.1) The ordered pair (u, w) agrees with $ iff 

(i) w = lef&(u) if $(lbtrqI(u)) = left and 

(ii) w = right,(u) if $(lb,,,,(u)) = right. 

(2.2) The ordered pair (u, w) disagrees with $ iff 

(i) w =right,(u) if $(lb,,,,(u))=left and 

(ii) w = lefQu) if $(lbtLqI(u))= right. 

(3) Let $ be a direction function. A storage function y follows the $-strategy iff 

for each tree t and each uEin(t), there is a path from u to y(t, u), and this path 

n(u,y(t, u))=(u=u~, ul, . . . . u,=y(t, II)) is such that 

(i) (uO, ul) agrees with $ and 

(ii) (Vi, ui + 1 ) disagrees with $ for i = 1, . . . , n - 1. 

(4) A storage function y is an agree/disagree function, abbreviated as A/D function, 

iff there exists a direction function $ such that y follows the $-strategy. 

Example 4.7. Let cp be the strict code such that, for all k > 0, 

m+q lImkrI, 4 +Jlmkr2, 12+p13mkrI, 

13+q13mkr2, rl +J2mkrI, rz+,lzmkrz. 

Let $ be the direction function defined by 

ij(m) = left, $(l,)=right, ij(lz)=left, 

$(13)=left, $(rl)=left, $(r*)=left. 

Consider the tree t shown in Fig. 14. Then t [q] is as shown in Fig. 15. 

The storage function y that follows the $-strategy is defined as follows: 

r(t, u1)=u5, y(t, u2)=u17, IJ(tt uq)= 014, 

Y(G u7)=u10, y(t, R3)=u12, Y(G 011)=u15. 

Figure 16 illustrates the directions and the strategy. 

Now we can give a combinatorial characterization of consistent storage functions. 

Theorem 4.8. A storage function y is an A/D function iffy is consistent with cp. 

Proof. (Only if) Assume that y is an A/D function, and let $ be the direction function 

such that y follows the $-strategy. 

(Al) y satisfies (Al), since for each tree t and for each uEin(t) there is a path from 

u to y(t, u). 
(A2) Let t, t’ be trees, and let vend(t), u’End(t’) be such that there exists an 

isomorphism 6 from sub,(u) onto sub,,(u’) and lbtllpl(u)= lb,,I,I(u’). 
Note that, for each wEin(sub,(u)), lb,,,,(w)=lb,,,,,(6(w)). 
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Fig. 14. 

m 
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Fig. 15. 

LetwEin(suh,(u))andletz(w,y(t, w))=(w=wo, wl, . . ..w.=~(t, w)).Sinceyfollows 

the $-strategy, it follows that (a(~,), 6(w,)) agrees with $, and (6(Wi), 6(Wi+,)) 

disagrees with $ for i = 1, . . . , n- 1. Hence, in sub,,(o’) the path from 6(w) to 6(y(t, w)) 

equals the path from 6(w) to y(t’, 6(w)). 
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m 

Fig. 16. 

Consequently, for each wEin(sub,(u)), 6(y(t, w))=y(t’, 6(w)), and so y satisfies (A2). 

(A3) Let t be a tree, let vein(t), and let p be a cut of t below u. If n(u,y(t, u))= 

(v=uO, ul, . . . . u,=y(t, u)), then n(u, y(tree(t, p), u))=(u=u~, ul, .,., us), with 1~s~:. 

Since u,Eleuf(tree(t, p)), V,EP, and therefore y(tree(t, p), u)=u,=pn~(v, y(t, u)). 
Hence, y satisfies (A3). 

(A4) Let t be a tree, and let uEin(t), v’End(t) be such that y(t, u)$contr,(v’). Then 

Z7(v, y(t, u))nnd(sub,(v’))=& and therefore y follows from v the same path in 

t “sub,(u’) as in t. Hence, y(t, v)=y(t *sub,(u’), v), and so y satisfies (A4). 

Consequently, y satisfies (Al)...(A4), and so y is consistent with cp. 

(If) Assume that y is a storage function consistent with cp. 

Claim 4.9. For each tree t, each vEin(t), and each v’End(t), iju’~IZ(v, y(t, u)) and v’#u, 
then u’ is not a middle child. 

Proof of Claim 4.9. Assume to the contrary that there is a tree t, vEin(t), and 

v’sZZ(u, y(t, u)) such that u’#v and v’ is a middle child. 

Let u&n(t) be the direct ancestor of u’, and consider the cut p =(Zeuf(t)- 

contr,(u)>uddes,(u) of t. Since y satisfies (A3), y(tree(t, p),u)=pnn(v, y(t, u))=v’. 
Let tl = tree(t, p) I-uwfvl sub,(w), with Vi = ddes,(u)- {u’, left,(u)}, and let 

tZ=tree(t, p)*U weV2 sub,(w), with V, =ddes,(u)- { u’, right,(u)}. Since v’ is a middle 
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child, u has exactly two direct descendants in tl, and u has exactly two direct 
descendants in t2. 

Let 6 be the mapping from nd(tl) to ml(b) defined by 6(u)=u, ~~?(u’)=right,,(u), 
s(lef&,(U))=u’, and 6(x)=x for all xmd(t, I-sub,,(u))=nd(t, %~b,,(u)). 

Clearly, 6 is an isomorphism of tl onto t2. By (A4), y(tl, u)=y(tree(t, p), u)=u’ and 

y(tz, u)=y(tre44 PI, u)=u’. By (A2), s(u’)=G(y(tl, u))=y(tz, 8(u))=y(tz, u)=u’, 
which contradicts the definition of 6. 

Hence, for each tree t, each vein(t), and each u’End(t), if u’E~(u, y(t, u)), then u’ is 
not a middle child. 0 

Claim 4.10. For all trees tl, tz, each ul~in(tl), each wl~nd(t,), each u*Ein(t,), and 
each WZEnd(tz), if wiEddes,<(ui) and WiEI7(ui,y(ti, Ui)) for i= 1,2, and Ibtl[rpl(~l)= 

lb,,I,l(uz), then w1 =left,,(ul) ifs w2 =left,,(u,) and w1 =right,,(u,) iff w2=rightz2(uZ). 

Proof of Claim 4.10. Let Pi=(leuf(ti)-contr,,(ui))u ddes,,(ui) for i = 1,2. Then, by 
(A3), y(tree(ti, pi), Ui)=Wi for i= 1,2. 

Let tf = treV( ti, pi) * UUEvi S&~(U), with Vi =ddesti(ui)- {lefttr,(ui), right,,(vi)} for 
i= 1,2. By Claim 4.9, Wi# Vi, and so SUb,,(wi) is not removed for i= 1, 2. By (A4). 

y(tf, Ui) = y(tree(ti, pi), Vi) = Wi for i = 1, 2. 
Clearly, there exists an isomorphism 6 from sub,;(u,) onto sub,;(uz). Since 

Zbf,[rpl(u1)=Ib,2[91(~2), it follows, by (A2), that 6(w,)=d(y(t;, ul))=y(t$, uz)=wz, and 
therefore both w1 and w2 are leftmost or both w1 and w2 are rightmost. q 

Proof of Theorem 4.8 (continued). Now define II/ : C+{ left, right} as follows. 
Let UEC and let t be a tree such that there exists a uEin(t) with DQ~,,(u)=u, and 

(ddes),(u)=(u,, u2) for some ul, u,Eleuf(t). 
Then 

‘(‘)= i !:ht 

if y(t, u)=ul, 

if y(t,u)=u2. 

Note that, by (Al), y(t, u)E{u,, u2), and, by Claim 4.10, $(a) does not depend on the 
choice of t. Hence, II/ is a well-defined direction function. 

Claim 4.11. Let t be a tree, and let uEin(t). Zfz(u, y(t, u))=(u=u~, ul, . . . . u”=y(t, u)), 

then (Q, ul) agrees with II/, and (Uip Vi+ 1) disagrees with $ for i = 1, . . . , n - 1. 

Proof of Claim 4.11. Let t, be the tree we used in defining $(a), where ~=Eb,~,+,~(u~). So 
there is a wein that has exactly two direct descendants, which are leaves, and 
Ib,ol,l(w)=u. By Claim 4.10, both u1 and y(t,, w) are leftmost, or both u1 and y(ta, w) 
are rightmost. From the definition of Ic, it follows that (uO, ul) agrees with $. 

It remains to be proved that (Vi, Vi+ 1) disagrees with + for i = 1, . . . , n - 1. 
To this aim, assume to the contrary that there is aj, 1 <j<n- 1, such that (Oj, Uj+ 1) 

agrees with I/. Let u’ be the second node in 71(Uj, y(t, Uj)). We have already proved that 
then (Uj, u’) agrees with $. Hence, u’= Uj+ 1. 
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Let p=(leaf(t)-contr,(vj))uddes,(vj). Then, by (A3), y(tree(t, p), u)=v~+ 1 and 

y(tree(t, p), Uj)'U'. 

This, however, contradicts the injectivity of y (condition (2) of Definition 4.2), and so 

(oi,vi+,)disagrees with II/ for i=l,...,n-1. 0 

Proof of Theorem 4.8 (conclusion). By Claim 4.11, y is an A/D function. 

This completes our proof of Theorem 4.8. 0 

From Theorem 4.8 the following corollary is immediate. 

Corollary 4.12. For each strict code cp, there are exactly 26=64 storage functions 

consistent with cp. 

Example 4.13. Let cp, II/, t, and y be the strict code, the direction function, the tree, and 

the storage function from Example 4.7. Consider the node labeling q of t shown in 

Fig. 17. 

Then, using y and cp we obtain the leaf labeling of t shown in Fig. 18. 

Hence, we have coded the node-labeled tree (t, yl) by the codeword (+, a, 11)(8, b, m) 

(x,~,I~)(+,c,~~)(~,c,m)(+, a,rZ)(0,d,m)(+,b,/3)(0,d,m)(x,a,r,)(0,a,r,). 

C c a 

Fig. 17. 
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(t,r]) coded 
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